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Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

DB
DOB (Age)

10-12-85 (31)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Tokke, Graydon

TEAM

Baltimore Ravens09–3rd-BAL

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Nicholls State (LANI)

Prospect (Last, First)

Webb, Lardarius

2016: vs OAK 10/2, vs WAS 10/9, vs PIT 11/6, at DAL 11/20, at NE 12/12

65
Winning %

59%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2013- tied team record and led the league with 22 PBU’s. 

An 8 year pro that has started in 83 out of 111 games played made the transition to Safety full time this season

after playing Corner his entire career. He will be shown in Defensive Coordinator Dean Pees' defense mainly as

the single high Safety and also has been seen in Quarters, and as a half-field safety in a Cover 2 scheme. Was an

elite corner until an ACL injury in 2012 that hampered his lateral quickness ever since, made the transition to

full time safety this past season. He has adequate height with a lean frame, with solid athleticism where he

presents the acceleration, explosiveness, balance, and overall speed to play the single high safety position. Good

play speed on horizontal routes and displays solid foot speed Trail technique on vertical routes staying in the

receiver’s hip pocket. Displays good competitive toughness and physicality in pass defense, with the mental

toughness to comeback after giving up a big play in critical situations, does a good job communicating with his

teammates verbally & non- verbally. Good mental processing to read the QB and understand route progression

when positioned as a high safety , while leveraging routes coming into his Zone understanding where his help is

coming from . Solid play strength when taking on similar sized receivers or when he has momentum working

downhill against a stationary blocker. Mirrors TEs / RBs with good lateral quickness / agility . Not manipulated

by TEs stem, maintaining good position and phase, with the athletic ability to react to Double Moves. Solid Ball

skills to disrupt the catch with the ability to get his hands inside the WR’s hands to prevent the catch. Tracks the

ball well and positions himself to high point it. Uses physicality playing the ball through the man, uses off hand

to rake the ball out. Has the AA required for good range and quickly accelerates and moves well once he

identifies where to go in deep Zone coverage. Solid in run support, solid K+D ability to recognize run after the

snap and attacking the play downhill . Presents good open field tackling, taking the proper angles while using

good play speed to attack to ball carrier coming to solid balance and striking the ball carrier with good

aggression, lacks form diving at the legs but usually brings the ball carrier down, shows good competitive

toughness to take them to the ground. Displays tightness in his hips , has poor COD in tight spaces and lacks elite

explosiveness in transitioning from backpedal to pursuit, lacks good lateral quickness when shifting from side

to side . Displays a lack of play strength and physicality to shed blocks vs TEs and big WRs, losing contain and

not making a play on the ball carrier, lacks play strength when tackling not driving through the ball carrier

usually diving at the legs. Adequate in Man coverage, lacks solid LOS skills to be effective in Press against quicker

receivers, including slow hands and adequate foot quickness that lead to inefficient movement at snap and

instant battle to stay in phase with the receiver downfield. Lacks the hands to finish & make interceptions. Lacks

UOH due to his adequate height and short arms in press & Off the LOS when sparingly used as a press nickel

corner or box safety . Rarely wraps up and drives through when making a tackle, despite usually bringing the

ball carrier down in open space, makes a lot of “shoestring” tackles. A solid starting safety that can help you win

with good range over the top and good mental processing ability. Struggles when close to the LOS & in man

coverage against longer WR's due to his adequate height & has a difficult time shedding blocks from bigger WR/

TE's.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

111
Games Started

82
Games Won

Man Coverage, Play Strength, LOS Skills, Height

PROJECTION
A solid starting safety that can help you win with good range over the top and good mental 

processing ability. Struggles when close to the LOS & in man coverage against longer WR's 

due to his adequate height & has a difficult time shedding blocks from bigger WR/ TE's.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Range, Mental Processing, Play Speed

WORST

DS

Best fit in any scheme where he can be utilized as a single high safety to showcase his range 

and good mental processing ability. 

2012- placed on IR with ACL injury 2013-Questionable for 6 weeks with Thigh, Groin, and 

Abdominal injuries 2014- Back issues for the first 3 weeks of the season 2015/2016- 

Thigh issues both seasons.

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


